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● Collaborative staffing model for 
curating research data across 
academic and general data 
repositories
● Funded by Alfred P. Sloan 
Foundation
● Implementation phase 
(2018-2021) 
○ 8 member institutions
○ 32 individuals
● Goal is to expand to all users 
in 2020
Well curated data are more valuable.
● Easier for fellow scholars and future collaborators to understand 
● More likely to be trusted and reused
● The research findings they represent are more likely to be 
validated and replicated
● More likely to be properly cited
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​Due to the heterogeneous and multidisciplinary nature of 
research data generated by the researchers we support, 
data curation can be a challenge.
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The Data Curation Network (DCN)
addresses this challenge by
collaboratively sharing data curation staff 
across a network of partner institutions and data
repositories.
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DRYAD
Nonprofit, curated 
general-purpose 
repository for data 
underlying scholarly 
publications
Goal - make data 
discoverable, freely 
reusable and citable
Evolved from ecology 
and evolutionary bio 
data -> diverse data in 
a variety of disciplines
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Numerous challenges:
Licensing / Copyright
Human subject information
Endangered species
Discipline specific knowledge
Skills and resources needed to curate a
wide variety of data
Dryad - Curation Challenges 
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DRUM
Mediated deposit 
with post-ingest 
curation
7 data curation staff
- Scientific (2)
- Spatial/GIS
- Public Health
- Digital Hum
- Social Sciences
- Coordinator
Part of a larger RDS 
service run by the 
libraries
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1. How do we get the individual datasets to the right data 
curation expert? 
2. How do we account for differences across institutions 
with differing policies/infrastructure?
3. How do we create consistency across different curators?
4. How do we communicate effectively? 
5. How do we sustain and grow? 
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Project → Service
How do we get the individual datasets to the right data 
curation expert? 
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DCN Coordinator
How do we account for differences across institutions with 
differing policies/infrastructure?
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Understand your partners! Baseline assessment and researcher 
focus groups at each institution
Unique Perspectives and Infrastructure
Institution Data Repository Launch Date
Dataset Holdings (as of 
April 2018) Technology Platform
Cornell University eCommons Fall 2002 120 datasets DSpace 6.2
Dryad Digital 
Repository
Dryad Digital 
Repository 2009
21,293 data packages; 
67,907 individual files DSpace moving to CDL’s Merritt
Duke University
Duke Digital 
Repository (DDR) Jan 2017
34 data deposits total: 8,120 
files (most average 50-100) Fedora 3.8, and Hyrax
Johns Hopkins 
University JHU Data Archive 2011
61 datasets or dataverses; 
448 files Dataverse
Penn State 
University ScholarSphere Fall 2012 966 files Hydra/Fedora (soon to be Sufia 7)
University of Illinois Illinois Data Bank May 2016 77 datasets
Ruby on Rails  interface with our 
preservation repository (Medusa)
University of 
Michigan Deep Blue Data Sep 2016 114 datasets Samvera/Fedora Hyrax
University of 
Minnesota
Data Repository for 
the U of M  (DRUM) Mar 2015 199 in DRUM, ~600 in IR DSpace 5.5
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How do we account for differences across institutions with 
differing policies/infrastructure?
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Understand your partners! Baseline assessment and researcher 
focus groups at each institution
DCN workflow with built-in flexibility for local interpretation
Uncurated Data 
Presenting scale 
and expertise 
challenges to 
individual 
institutions
Curated Data 
at scale and with great 
efficiency through 
shared Data Curation 
Network
Appraise 
and 
Select
Ingest Preserve Long-Term
Facilitate 
Access
DCN
- Researchers deposit like normal
- DCN functions as a microservice layer (the “human layer in your repository stack”)
- Local institution maintain full responsibility for all technical functionality (eg. storage) 
and authority for local decision-making (what to ingest, how long to retain, etc.)
- Seamlessly integrates into all repository systems (Samvera, Fedora, DSpace, etc.)
DCN Workflow 
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Data Curation Network
Uncurated Data 
Presenting scale 
and expertise 
challenges to 
individual 
institutions
Curated Data 
at scale and with great 
efficiency through 
shared Data Curation 
Network
Appraise 
and 
Select
Ingest Preserve Long-Term
Facilitate 
Access
DCN
DCN Coordinator Workflow 
Data Curation Network
Review Assign CURATE Mediate Approve
DCN Curator Workflow 
Check files 
and 
metadata
Understand 
and run files
Request 
missing 
information
Augment 
metadata
Transform 
file 
formats
Evaluate for 
FAIRness
C U R A T E
DCN Workflow 
How do we account for differences across
individual curators?
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CURATE Steps in DCN Workflow
DCN Curators will take CURATE steps for each data set, that includes:
 Check data files and read documentation 
 Understand the data (try to), if not… 
   Request missing information or changes
   Augment the submission with metadata for findability
 Transform file formats for reuse and long-term preservation
 Evaluate and rate the overall submission for FAIRness.
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DCN CURATE Checklists
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How do we communicate effectively?
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Webinar
How do we sustain and grow?
    Train new curators (IMLS grant!)
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How do we sustain and grow?
   Data-curation-as-service 
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DCN Research Questions
Is a networked approach to curating 
research data more efficient?
- Number of datasets 
- Frequency (high-volume time 
periods, etc.)
- Variety (data file formats; range of 
disciplines) 
- Efficiency (time, costs) 
- Curator incentives?
Are curated data are more valuable? 
- Survey researcher satisfaction
- Track reuse indicators (download 
counts, citations, alt-metrics) 
- Implement a DCN registry
- Apply badges and metadata to 
signal that data sets curated by the 
DCN are FAIR.
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Thanks!
https://DataCurationNetwork.org 
Twitter: #DataCurationNetwork
DataCurationNetwork.org
